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Angus, who was in the second-grade ultimate god level was killed by jackie with just a punch. This scene 

really shocked everyone at present. 

 

Especially since jackie managed to do this without using Chi. This proved how frightening the guy’s 

combat power was. 

 

“Isn’t this guy in the third-grade ultimate god level? It looks like his combat power has become 

comparable to fifth-grade or sixth-grade ultimate god level!” Alejandro looked over at jackie and 

glanced at his fist again. jackie’s combat power seemed to have exceeded his expectations. He had 

suspected that the martial art technique jackie was practicing was a much higher level one compared to 

theirs. 

 

“Run! Even Elder Angus had died!” The members of the Hall of Divine Royal were frightened out of their 

wits. They panicked and scurried around to escape. 

 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

 

However, jackie and the others had really strong combat power. One after another, the attacks landed 

directly on the group of people who were trying to escape. Together with the fact that there were 

several masters in the third-grade ultimate god level, the number of people escaping continued to 

reduce. Soon, almost all of them were dead. 

 

Only less than 100 people from the several thousands of people from the Hall of Divine Royal managed 

to escape while the others were killed. Blood flowed throughout the area and a thick smell of blood 

filled the air. 

 

“Master White, Master Cabello, Young Master jackie, thank you for your help!” Harry flew over in 

excitement. He thanked jackie and the others. 



 

“Haha… Master Harry, it’s very simple. If you really plan to thank me, just don’t snatch the trophies with 

us!” Unexpectedly, jackie only smiled and said to him. “However, we don’t want the martial ring that 

belonged to those dead members of your sect. Those are your people and you can keep those for 

yourself!” 

 

The corners of Harry’s mouth immediately twitched a couple of times. jackie did not spare him any face. 

During the battle, the people from his side had also fought bravely and killed many people. This guy 

actually said in front of so many people that he was taking all the martial enhancement materials that 

the members of the Hall of Divine Royal had on them. 

 

However, he could only speak with a smile when he thought about how jackie and the others had saved 

their lives. “That’s for sure, without the help of you guys, we would have definitely died!” On top of that, 

jackie and the others had overpowering combat power. 

 

“That’s right, thanks to the help from jackie and the others, we escaped death!” The old lady from the 

Divine King Sect also nodded and said. 

 

“By the way, there are some situations in this area and I wonder if you guys know about it!” Nash 

ordered the others to help collect the trophies as he started chatting with Harry and the others. 

 

“What situation? There is quite a lot of third-grade spirited grass here and we have never seen them 

when we were outside. There is even fourth-grade spirited grass here and this is a really good place to 

train ourselves!” 


